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Introduction
Romanticism developed during a revolutionary time as an antithesis to classical values.
Opposites such as: liberalism versus conservatism, tradition versus progress, monarchy versus democracy, and reason versus madness exemplify the tensions of the era. In contrast to the earlier Classical period, Romanticism's less rigid definitions, especially of beauty, surfaced in the arts. The value of art as self-expression of a unique individual also arose during the late eighteenth century due to the increasing parallel cultural value placed on passions (Jensen 45).
Foucault says, "were it not for passion, madness would not be possible, because through passion, madness entered the realm of classical reason during the eighteenth-century." Therefore, a causal relationship exists between passion and madness .
Art critic Charles Baudelaire bases Romanticism on feeling (Athanassoglou 18). Goya reveals his ability to encapsulate pure intensity of feeling, a hallmark of Romanticism, in his painting, The Third of May (1808) (Figure 7 ) (Krauss 152) , which is seen partly in the depiction of imminent violence, the tenebristic handling of the paint, and the central figure's gesticulation and facial expression. Romanticism links the artist and the insane, bridging the gap between normalcy and anomaly and blurring the line of distinction between the two. The Romantic emphasis on feeling thrusts both artist and madman into the same camp since both experience a more intense dose of feeling than the average person (Miller 161) .
In this environment, Goya asserts his own creative genius by focusing on the internal workings, illusions, and dreams of his own mind rather than upon the external world. Goya's oeuvre communicates an unusual level of self, a break with academic styles of painting. His art reflects more of madness since one of the initial signals of it, according to Michel Foucault, is an excessive attention to one's self . For example, Goya did not intend the Quinto del Sordo murals to be viewed by the public; they were created at his whim for his own private consumption. Fifty years after Goya's death (1828), the French publicly exhibited the Black Paintings in Paris before giving them back to the Prado Museum (Moffit 186) . Goya also displays self-attachment through his numerous self-portraits. Almost sixteen different selfportraits from different periods in Goya's life can be found on artstor.org.
Goya is not impervious to the stereotype of a crazy genius. It is unclear whether Goya's illnesses caused delusions of madness or whether this is a myth created by historians and scholars. In Foucault's estimation, unreason gets closer to illness via the realm of the fantastic (Foucault 205) . Goya suffered several prolonged illnesses of unknown origin, the first occurring in 1792, and leaving him completely deaf by 1793 (Park 1475) . After successfully treating another bout of Goya's illness, Dr. Arrieta was memorialized in one of Goya's self-portraits Goya masters the depiction of the crossover between grotesque and fantastic, a further division within the Romantic period's dueling themes of reason and insanity. The grotesque is a shocking or bizarre combination of subject matter and a congruent medium. An ideal example is Goya's Saturn Devouring One of His Children (Figure 13 ), from the Quinto del Sordo . The realm of the fantastic contains more palatable versions of the grotesque. The vacillation between grotesque and fantastic is akin to the quandary between reason and madness. Foucault asserts that a "quasi-resemblance" exists between reason and unreason (Foucault 201) . Likewise, the scholar Fingesten calls the "quasi-grotesque" a blend of grotesque and fantastic (Fingesten 420) .
Goya absorbed Romanticism and sought to apply imagination and reason in producing art as a way of transcending the ordinary and entering the realm of the fantastic. In this respect, he was a visionary. Goya's artistic clairvoyance is not something novel to Spanish history. A Spanish literary example is Miguel Cervantes' half-crazed character, Don Quixote . In the 1830s, Bartolomé José Gallardo reported for the periodical, El Criticón, that Goya's intention had been to make a set of Caprichos, or whimsical drawings, entitled "Don Quixote's Visions," since he wanted to reinterpret artistically the mad knight's fantasies (Glendinning 67) .
Because images impact more viscerally and immediately than words, art is a more expressive medium than literature (Sandblom 17) . Through his prints and paintings, Goya conveyed ideas of reason and madness in a similar way to Cervantes, but perhaps more effectively.
Citadel on the Rock
In his Citadel on a Rock (Figure 1 Goya also refers to violence in Citadel on a Rock (Figure 1 ). Groups of marauders loiter, as licking flames besiege the mountain's base. Foucault indicates that the confinement of madness led to a burgeoning of the fantastical, the desire to transcend reality. This obsession fed into baser desires to see horror (Foucault 210) . Violence a component of horror, is often associated with a mob mentality. Mobs often form in reaction to tyranny. When a group of people have perceived and become passionate about restrictions placed on them by a higher authority, a mob may be produced. The restriction is the reality, which mobs attempt to transcend, often through violence. Goya presents, this theory and process, to the viewer through the imagery in Citadel on a Rock (Figure 1 ).
Collective madness, or the irrationality of larger groups of people, is manifest in other Goya paintings. No artist prior to Goya had projected corporate madness (Hughes 18) . On the first floor of the Quinto del Sordo, The St. Isidore Pilgrimage (Figure 14) , provides one example.
The human figures, replete with contorted, facial expressions painted in a rough way , stand in stark opposition to the controlled, academic style of Classical painting associated with reason. It may be that the people in this painting are a close-up of the groups in Citadel on a Rock (Figure 1) , and Fantastic Vision (Figure 4) .
Paintings of the Quinto del Sordo
Paintings in the Quinto del Sordo also take up the theme of violence. In 1819, Goya purchased this house and property near the River Manzanares on the outskirts of Madrid (Bozal 5) . The groups of murals on the ground-floor and second-story are collectively referred to as the Black Paintings, though the title was given during the twentieth century (Bozal 5 Together, the images provide a more holistic vision of the effects of madness.
Foucault explains that the classical period transitioned madness into a state of non-being (Foucault 115) . The dog is alone in the painting. His eyes stare vacantly towards a void.
However, the X-ray version (Junquera 70) of the dog painting in Figure 11 , reveals a large ochre-colored shadow that is nearly identical in shape of the mountain in Fantastic Vision in Figure 12 has the base of a mountain in the background, as does The St. Isidore Pilgrimage (Figure 14) , and The Holy Office (Figure 15 ). Nigel Glendinning, a renowned Goya researcher, also considers the brown shape in Halfsubmerged Dog in Figure 10 , to resemble a large cliff. However, he and other scholars have been unable to definitively identify the mass (Heckes 380-381 ). An extant early photograph of the image, taken before the Black Paintings were removed from the Quinto del Sordo, has not helped solve the mystery . By repeating the cliff image, Goya emphasizes ideas of reason and madness. He enjoyed making unified groupings of subjects (Glendinning 20) . The 
Conclusion
Goya's unique vision, as seen in his prints and private paintings, demonstrates his ability to convey the fantastical and the grotesque of normality and madness, which represent and transcend his era of Romanticism, particularly seen in the Quinto del Sordo paintings and Citadel on a Rock (Figure 1 ). Foucault traces a history of the insane, seeking to give a voice to the previously marginalized (Foucault ix) . Goya presents uncommon themes, artistic styles, and ideas, linking him to the moderns and to madness. While twentieth-century art critic George Bataille reckons impressionist Edward Manet as the initiator of the modern era in art, he grants Goya status as the forerunner 
